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Aims

• Show how our understanding of the world is expanding
• Explain the diferent characteristcs of dynamical systems
• Show how these characteristcs help our understanding of 

real-life medical and health-care paterns



The pendulum swings



Traditonal science

• Reducton
• Rene Descartes (1596 – 1650)



Worked really well!



Gone overboard?

• “… just as the classical feld theory world of physics was 
overshadowed in the early 20th century by quantum 
theory and partcle physics, the integratve systems-level 
physiology of the frst half of the 20th century gave way 
to the reductonist molecular biology of the second half.” 
[Hunter and Nielsen 2005]

https://www.physiology.org/doi/pdf/10.1152/physiol.00022.2005


Non-linearity

• “… the fracton of diferental equatons that can be 
solved exactly with a sane amount of efort is quite 
small ... once we stray too far from linearity ...” [
Gershenfeld]

https://books.google.co.uk/books?id=zYAcGbp17nYC&pg=PA65&lpg=PA65&dq=the+fraction+of+differential+equations+that+can+be+solved+exactly+with+a+sane+amount+of+effort+is+quite+small&source=bl&ots=06XhFqyP7J&sig=1m6YOdtCdrQeUcLYWIsPqRMU3BU&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUK


Emergent phenomena

• “... unexpected behavioral propertes of [complex] 
systems … cannot be predicted from the behavioral 
characteristcs of individual system components” [
Kannampallil et al]
• “The ability to reduce everything to simple 

fundamental laws does not imply the ability to start 
from those laws and reconstruct the universe ... At 
each level of complexity entrely new propertes 
appear. Psychology is not applied biology, nor is 
biology applied chemistry. We can now see that the 
whole becomes not merely more, but very differente 
from the sum of its parts.” [Anderson]

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1532046411001067
http://raimalarter.blogspot.co.uk/2009/04/emergent-system.html


Dynamical systems
Defniton: Models describing the tme dependence of a point 
in geometric space
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Chaos
• Edward Lorenz meterological simulaton
•  printed *.506127 = *.506

• Extreme sensitvity to inital conditons
• Full name = Non-linear deterministc chaos
• Deterministc not unpredictable
• Predictable therefore not emergent
• But so sensitve to inital conditons as to be like chaos

• Not a new phenomenon
• Henri Poincare’s three body problem (1887)
• Pendulum moton



How does Chaos afect us?

• Excitable tssues 
• ECG variability correlates with autonomic health
• BIS EEG variability correlates with consciousness

• Physical features
• Variability erodes with disease progression – diagnosis!

• Similar trajectories early on before spiralling
• Sepsis, public health?
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Atractors

• Hurricane buterfy
• Lorenz atractor
• Graphical representaton 

of dynamic stability

• Atractors
• Simple geometries
• Chaotc strange atractors

• Never traces the same path
• Never setles into equilibrium
• Fractal!

• Deterministc never intersects
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How do atractors afect us?

• Dynamic stability is all around us
• BW set points
• BP

• Move from one atractor to the next
• Need signifcant perturbaton

• Personal emotonal incidents
• Smarter therapeutcs if we understand physiological 

atractors
• BP
• AF



Critcality

• Critcal point
• Across scales
• Boundaries are removed (usually)

• Local/global, solid/liquid/gas

• Self-organised critcality
• Critcal point as atractor



How does Critcality afect us?

• Avalanching behaviour
• Epilepsy
• Morale 
• Critcal incidents

• Adaptve
• Non-arithmetc response, resistance to change
• Quick low-cost fxes uncommon

• Communicaton
• Flat hierarchy
• Role for physical scientsts



Complexity

• Greek “complexus” = Intertwined 
• Not well defned: + many heterogenous
• Edge of chaos: between order and disorder

Protocolisaton

Unregulated



Chaos versus complexity
Chaos Complexiey

Nature Deterministc Probabilistc

Evoluton Predictable Emergent

Trajectory Cannot intersect Can merge and intersect

Inital conditons Extreme sensitvity Adapts therefore robust

Feedback Local Across scales (critcality)

Atractors Exclusive and strange Inclusive and multple

Method of study Reducton to basic laws Non-fragmentable



How does Complexity afect us?

• Emergent
• Unintended consequences

• Unexpected behaviours
• Development of allergies?

• Robustness
• Protocolisaton of care is not optmal global strategy



Fractals = “fractonal dimension”

• Generated from a recursive equaton or algorithm
• Self-similar on zooming
• Equally detailed
• Length increases

• Not Euclidean
• D = log(N) / log(1/a)



How do fractals afect us?
In the second half of the 20th century, 
developments in mathematcal modeling were 
limited to basic paradigms, such as fow in 
morphologically simple regions (e.g., Poiseuille 
or Womersley solutons), or to models based on 
electric network analogies. Exact solutons are 
very difcult to obtain in more general 
situatons, because of the strong nonlinear 
interactons among diferent parts of the system 
and the geometric complexites of individual 
vascular morphologies. [Quarteroni]

https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/d87c/3f2ada4a2e2339a8dc19deb387a4db8af981.pdf


How do fractals afect us?



Conclusion
Thank you!
Questons?

Wrong 
words

Maths Irrelevant
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